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Key NCAP Discussion Question: Where is the harm and how do we  assess it? 
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this presentation is going to look at data captured from AJ root servers with an extra 

special old J route there. 

J route was added as the 10th name server and it was initially co located with a route 

but it used the IP address. 

in 2002 it was remembered to a new IP address and it's been that since then 

since 2002 Verisign is continued to run instance on that IP address, It's still receives a 

fair amount of traffic. 
 
 

Slide 1: Daily  Query Volume

 
Graph on right is total daily query vol per .mail  over last 4 years.  2017 – 2018 stable then 
sudden drop on A route. Then ramped up and in April 2020 another drop (corona virus 
related??)  and has stayed low. 
3 graphs on right show breakout of each individual route by query volume. 
 
Wanted to  see Q type distribution for .mail. Not for MX Q types, no special affinity for a 
particular Q type. 
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Slide 2:  Qtype Distribution 
 

 
 
What is the affinity in other tlds, compared to .mail? 
 

Slide 3: Unique  Daily Source IPs 

 
 
More and more source Ips sending more queries to A & J for .mail.  Indicates that .mail is 
requested from a larger set of Ips out there 
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Slide 4: Geographical Distribution

 
 
Traffic from a disperse set of sources 
 

Has anyone Looked at what is making the dot mail queries? 

jeff Schmidt: found we j s long ago when we looked at this arm we found a set of 

sample send mail configuration files. 

Set of XML configuration files published in one of the O'Reilly books That had mail 

in them hard coded. if anybody copies and pastes it….. we suspected that that that 

was responsible for at least some of the behavior.. 
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Slide 5: ASN Distribution

 
distribution and growth on the graph on the left is taken from the last day of 2020 so 

December 31, here we aggregated the IPS up two distinct autonomous systems or 

ANS for .mail at A&J on that day. We they received approximately 980 distinct ANS 

requesting various different .mail Strings. roughly 100 ASN makeup 85 or 87% of the 

traffic which is fairly diverse and suggests you will need a large outreach effort to 

remediate this traffic. 

 

A lot of ISPs behind this traffic. Some using .mail internally, like an American 

Insurance company here. 
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Slide 6: Label Analysis

 

Month  of Dec, all queries, looking at # of labels present at queries received. 57% of queries 

only had label mail.   Middle column ranks most popular SLDs, 2nd row underscore, is another q 

name implementation where they’ve changed unnecessary labels to just a single underscore 

 

Slide 7:  2017 vs 20121  SLD Ranking 
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jeff Schmidt:  we  identified an issue where some infrastructure that was dropping  

.mil from queries exiting their network and so that exposed what was previously the 

second level domain as the top level domain which then resulted in an internet query 

into that top level domain.  There is harm associated with that.  have a sneaking 

suspicion that this might be related to that issue which I also know now has been fixed 

for a couple years. So that would explain the change in behavior, but that way when 

you see things related to service branch has the SL D.  That that was a very specific 

situation that has been fixed. 
 

Matt: Moving forward if we make recommendations in terms of various different 

measurements that we should be doing to calculate and start to assess risk.I would 

suggest that we include expanding the number of unique daily sources into 

various other network cuts either switch point for us or a sentence, specifically 
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Slide 8:

 
 

Slide 9: Root ASN Overlap and IP  Growth 

 

data sensitivity: How do we ensure that when you know risk assessments in the future 

being conducted that the data collected from whatever entity at that point in time is 

representative enough to show the actual or give confidence that we were actually 

measuring and conducting the correct risk assessment.  

the graph on the left is only for the last day of the month from the 31st, and this is 

taking a look at which ASN sent the queries to which router. Significant specific 

collection point at each route   

Right graph: how many unique Ips seen for .mail queries.  Seeing more and more 

sources  over time, which is a surprise. 
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Slide 10: IP Query Distribution 

 
 

the graph on the left is looking at the cumulative distribution of traffic. So how many 

queries did in particular IP address sent over the course of the month.  And it turns 

out that you know roughly 55 to 60% of them are sending less than 10 queries at four 

dot male domains over the entire month 
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Slide 11: SLD Overlap Analysis 

 
Looking at second level  domains. Min overlap on A and J….mostly unique per root. Catchment  
theory- each route has it’s own vantage point.  Graph on right is cumulative # of unique SLDs 
for .mail over time…straight lines, more and more unique over  time 
 

Slide 12: SLD Overlap Analysis 2 
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the graph on the left is looking at the number of queries a unique second level domain 

received over the entire month of December.  97% of these query a second level 

domains are only receiving one query to me that says that you're getting all of these 

random strings something random dot mail and you're never seeing it again. 

this is possibly chromium queries that might be going through a suffix search list 

processing where doc mail is being attached to the random label being generated. 

And this is why you're seeing so many unique non overlapping domains going 

forward. 

 
  

regarding chromium queries : in November the Chromium code base was actually 

modified and they've changed their behavior to how and when they push out the 

random domain queries to the root. And since the deployment and chromium 87 the 

total route server system traffic volume has decreased by 40% so you know that take 

that for what it is, but maybe that would change if we look at doc male again here in 

the next few weeks. 
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